DATA RECOVERY IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND

Time Saving Innovation
Mimic was built with you in mind. This product
features the traditional 5-inch touchscreen that
you’re used to, with USB 3.0 and SATA ports for
faster reads and writes. You’ll be in full control of
your recoveries with the option to start, pause,
and resume your work at any time with the
touch of a button.
Mimic’s recovery journals automate processes
for logging operator information, source and
destination data, and recovery statistics.
Recovering similar information? Create and run
your own scripts on Mimic to make saving all of
your music files, documents and more a breeze!

From our lab to yours, CPR Tools, Inc. is proud to introduce
the latest innovation in data recovery technology. Designed
for the lab and out in the field, use Mimic when size matters.

Make data recovery easy with Mimic. Built by and for
information technology experts, this tool is sure to
enhance your recovery technique. Mimic:
supports multiple formats, including RAW and
EWF, to guarantee software compatibility
is a write-blocked device to ensure data integrity
tracks recovery with convenient and seamless
recovery action and information logging
works with JumpStart technology to eliminate the
hassle of time-consuming hard drive removal
can create multiple copies with one-to-many
cloning interface
Mimic’s small size makes it portable enough to suit
your needs. We didn’t forget security, either. It comes
equipped with a passcode locking feature to keep
information private while operating a recovery.

Choose Your Function
Clone data quickly from a source device or
partition to a destination device or partition.
File Copy specified files from a source file
system directly to a destination drive folder.
Create an image of a source device in RAW,
RAW compressed, .E01 and .Ex01 formats.

Mimic supports FAT, FAT16, FAT32, exFAT, NTFS,
EXT2, EXT3, EXT4, HFS and HFS Plus file systems

To learn more about Mimic and other data recovery tools
visit CPRTools.com or call 844-674-DATA.

